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JOURNEY | ARMCHAIR

JOURNEY is the peace and rest of nature. Inspired by the comfort of butterflies cocoons, JOURNEY wing chair 
is the way to live calm and introspective moments after the rush of days. Made in synthetic leather, it´s 
texture takes you to a place where time doesn´t pass by and where good moments are craved into eternity. 
As a butterfly that is born from a deep moment of metamorphosis, change your modern home decor and your 
days with long journey through the beauty of life with this wing chair. JOURNEY is  a strong yet peaceful 
piece ideal for a modern home decor.

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH  75 cm | 29,5”
DEPTH  80 cm | 31,5”
HEIGHT  160 cm | 63”
SEAT HEIGHT                         43 cm | 16,9” 
SEAT DEPTH  54 cm | 21,26”
ARMREST HEIGHT                   56 cm | 22,05”

MATERIALS

FABRIC   Synthetic leather
FABRIC REFERENCE BB LERIDA I - Colour 11
FABRIC NEEDED 8 mts | 315”  (Standard width 1,40mts | 55”)
LEGS  Synthetic leather
NAILS                                       Nickel

FABRIC / LEATHER REQUEST

COM  8 mts | 315”  (Standard width 1,40mts | 55”)
COL  127 sq ft

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS                         W 90 cm | 35,43” D 90 cm | 35,43” H 187 cm | 73,6”
VOLUME  1,51m³ | 53,32 ft³
WEIGHT  50kg | 110,2 lbs

LEAD TIME

Production time is between 6 to 8 weeks for BRABBU collections.
Delivery time is not included.

All of our furniture can be made to measure and it is available in different finishes.

Please note that the colours and materials shown are for reference only and small variations may 

occur.
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